Vessel List for the Pilot Rockfish Program for the Central Gulf

Following is a list of vessels with target rockfish history that may be eligible for the Central Gulf of Alaska rockfish pilot program. For purposes of generating this list, eligibility for the program is assumed to be based on having one or more targeted landings in the Central Gulf rockfish fishery (i.e., Pacific Ocean perch, northern rockfish, and pelagic shelf rockfish) between 1996 and 2002 and a valid LLP with trawl and Central Gulf endorsements. For catcher vessels, fish ticket data were assigned a weekly target based on retained fish only (not including fish destined for meal production). For catcher/processors, NMFS Blend data weekly target determinations were used.

The list was developed by identifying vessels that:

1) have one or more targeted rockfish landings in the CGOA in the month of July in at least one of the years 1996 to 2002, inclusive; and
2) received a CGOA trawl endorsed LLP license by
   a) meeting the requirements for that license; or
   b) transfer.

For each license/vessel meeting these requirements, the most recent vessel associated with the LLP license is identified below. In the case of licenses that have been transferred, the original vessel is also referenced in parentheses. LLP data, current to May 7, 2004, were used to assess LLP license/vessel associations. If no vessel is currently associated with the LLP, then the original vessel, which generated the LLP license is included on the list. Only vessels that are either currently associated with an LLP license or the original vessel that generated the LLP are included on the list. Only one LLP per vessel is shown; some vessels have more than one Gulf trawl LLP. Also, note that the Intrepid Explorer received both CV and C/P LLPs through transfer, and is included on both the catcher vessel and the catcher/processor lists.

Note: The list is being produced solely for analytical purposes and to assist industry members in facilitating discussion of the program. The presence or absence of a vessel on these lists does not establish eligibility for the program. The methodology used is admittedly incomplete, in that it does not capture all transfers or transfer history. Eligibility for the program will be determined by NOAA Fisheries after adoption by the Council and approval by the Secretary of Commerce. Due to confidentiality requirements that protect catch data, this list will not be revised in the analysis, as doing so could compromise some data released concerning landings.

QUALIFIED CATCHER VESSELS

ALASKA BEAUTY   LLG1590
ALASKA DAWN      LLG1905
ALASKAN          LLG3764
AMBER DAWN       LLG2608
BAY ISLANDER     LLG3504
CAPE KIWANDA     LLG2636
CAPT'N ART       LLG2148
CARAVELLE        LLG2973
COHO             LLG4851
COLLIER BROTHERS LLG1523
COMMODORE        LLG3904
DAWN             LLG2487
DEFIANT          LLG3496
DUSK             LLG2165
ELIZABETH F      LLG1273
EXCALIBUR II     LLG3521
FORUM STAR       LLG2394
GOLD RUSH        LLG3987
GREEN HOPE       LLG2188
GRUMPY J    LLG3604
HAZEL LORRAINE  LLG2567
HICKORY WIND    LLG3600
INTREPID EXPLORER  LLG3756 (NORDIC EXPLORER)
LADY JOANNE  LLG2222
LAURA    LLG3665
LESLIE LEE  LLG1183
MAR DEL NORTE   LLG1841
MAR PACIFICO   LLG2696
MARATHON    LLG2882
MARCY J      LLG2278
MICHELLE RENEE  LLG2550
MISS LEONA  LLG1710
MORNING STAR  LLG2164 (OCEAN HOPE I)
MUIR MILACH  LLG2554
NEW LIFE      LLG1367 (DOMINION)
OCEAN HOPE 3   LLG2683
PACIFIC RAM    LLG3144
PACIFIC STAR   LLG4852
PEGGY JO      LLG3594
PROGRESS      LLG3896
PROVISION     LLG2319
ROSELLA       LLG2364
TAASINGE      LLG2603
TOPAZ         LLG2535
TRAVELER      LLG3463
VANGUARD      LLG2565
WALTER N      LLG1271
WINONA J      LLG2653

(Two catcher vessels have targeted landings that do not appear to have LLP licenses)

QUALIFIED CATCHER/PROCESSORS

ALASKA RANGER  LLG2083 (ALASKA WARRIOR)
ALASKA SPIRIT   LLG3043
ALASKA VICTORY  LLG2080
ALLIANCE       LLG2905
AMERICAN NO 1   LLG2028
BILLIKIN       LLG3744 (BERING ENTERPRISE)
DEFENDER        LLG3217
GOLDEN FLEECE   LLG2524
INTREPID EXPLORER  LLG3741 (HARVESTER ENTERPRISE)
LEGACY         LLG1802
SEAFISHER       LLG2014
SOVEREIGNTY    LLG3740 (AMERICAN ENTERPRISE)
U.S. INTREPID   LLG3662
UNIMAK          LLG3957
VAERDAL         LLG1402

(5 catcher processors have targeted rockfish landings that do not appear to have LLP licenses)